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Saturday, August 4, 2068, 1:35 p.m., local time at Danger Zone (6:35 a.m., Tracy Island), en route
to Danger Zone 

"So, here are the latest thermal imager readings from Scott, as well as the floor plans and the
pictures from the Mobile Camera," Tin-Tin said to the small group that surrounded her at the
computer screen in the rear laboratory area. "I think that Thunderbird Two should concentrate on
the area here with the grabs. It'll be able to get the larger pieces of concrete up and out of the
way." She embedded a green marker in one spot of the overlaid images, then put a red one in
another place. "The Excavator should start in here and clear as far in as possible. The Firefly can
help clear the Excavator's debris. The DOMO needs to be in reserve for possible wall collapse." 

She looked up at the expectant faces surrounding her. "This won't be easy. We'll go over this
again before we touch down so everyone knows where they should go." She lifted her eyes to the
three small pictures in the corners of the wide plasma screen. "Maverick, I'm downloading this to
you. Please keep us updated on any more collapses in the structure."

"F-A-B, Sweet."

"Van Gogh, what's our ETA?"

"We're still twenty minutes out, Sweet."

Tin-Tin sighed. "Wish we were there right now."

"Amen to that," Gordon said quietly. 

Kat, who was among those watching Tin-Tin's briefing, hugged herself as they turned to go back
to their seats. "It is a shame that Thunderbird Two doesn't fly as fast as Thunderbird One. Things
would be much simpler if it did."

"There's no way it can, Kat," Alan said quietly. "The tonnage it pulls, its size, the very design itself
works against it as far as speed is concerned." 

"Virgil says that he's asked for an upgrade of the engines," Elise told her. "Bring it up to at least
Mach 9 or 10. Still, that's only half of Thunderbird One's speed."

"And Virgil also knows very well that it would take a complete redesign of Two to accomplish even
that," Tin-Tin said, slightly irritated. "Something that Mr. Tracy isn't about to do quite yet. Brains
has enough on his plate with the plans for Thunderbird 8..."

"The hydrofoil," Brandon said with a gleam in his eye.
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"And the two-man, close range shuttle attached to Thunderbird Five," Alan added.

"Plus secure communications and too many other projects for me to mention," Tin-Tin finished.

"How far away is this town we're going to anyway?" Callie asked as they entered the cockpit.

Gordon replied, "It's just outside of Wichita, which is..."

"Seventy-nine hundred and forty-eight miles from Tracy Island," chorused Alan, Dianne, Virgil and
Gordon in unison.

"As the crow flies," added Virgil. He glanced back. "You've been talking about my baby again,
haven't you?"

"Only in the best possible fashion," Elise assured him with a grin. She took her seat, and put on
her safety belt.

"Just remember, Kat. The only thing on Earth that goes faster than Thunderbird One is
Thunderbird Three. And she's meant to get from place to place in space, not on the surface," Alan
remarked.

"At Thunderbird One's speed, Kansas wouldn't seem so far away, would it?" Kat replied.

"No. Wish we could go that fast; it'd be nice to get there quickly on a daily basis. Since it only
holds a maximum of three or four, the rest of us have to get there the slow way." Gordon looked
up and grinned at his scowling brother, Virgil. "But we can take a whole lot more luggage."
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